
Our Florida Reefs Community Working Group Meeting: Day 1 

Wednesday, September 16, 2015  

Fern Forest Nature Center, Broward County 

 

Staff: 

Ann Weaver, Heidi Stiller, Joanna Walczak, Francisco Pagan, Meghan Balling, Lauren Waters, Jennifer 
Baez, Kelly Egan, Karen Bohnsack, Ana Zangroniz, Daron Willison  

Attendees: 

Leanne Welch, Kevin Muench, Jim Bohnsack, Dana Wusinich-Mendez, Nick Morrell, Pam Hopkins, Jim 
Moir, Ken Banks, Mason Smith, Kurtis Gregg, Jeff Torode, Alex Sommers, Andrea Graves, Mitch 
Comiskey, Jane Fawcett, Scott Scheckman, Rebecca Johnson, Melodee Smith, Sarah Thanner, Jenny 
Peterson, Tom Warnke, David Anderson, Dan Clark, Irene Arpayoglou, Jessica Garland, Jeff Beale, 
Dave Bingham, Nikole Ordway, Vincent Encomio, Bill Cole 

ACTION ITEMS AND GROUP DECISIONS WILL BE HIGHLIGHTED IN YELLOW.  

Introduction: 

• Meghan B: Welcome Joint North and South Community Working Groups (CWGs), we are happy 
to be here together making new friends, thanks to everyone for being present. Today we will 
revisit our past actions as separate groups and then talk about Recommended Management 
Actions (RMAs) as a group. First we would like to introduce new faces, firstly, Francisco Pagan. 

• Francisco P: Hello, I am the new CRCP Manager for DEP, I am happy and appreciative for the 
opportunity. Looks like we have an outstanding staff. I have been working in coral reef and 
coastal conservation, and have a Ph.D. in Oceanography. I am ready to use my experience to 
work with everyone productively. Thanks to everyone for being here. 

• Meghan B: We are excited to have Francisco on board. I would also like to introduce Daron, our 
new Program Assistant for OFR. 

• Daron W: Hello, it’s great to meet everyone and to have the opportunity to be a part of this 
process, I am excited to be on board.  

• Meghan B: We have combined the N. and S. mission statements, please look this over (see 
statement) and indicate if you agree that this does a good job of picking up both intents. Is 
everyone okay with this? All: Yes. Agree to Joint Mission Statement  

o Let’s go over RMA progress so far: after our first RMA drafting process, CWGs came up 
with over 191 RMAs and had the SEFCRI Team and TAC review them in January. CWGs 
then reviewed the same RMAs in August and sent out only 82 to SEFCRI Team and TAC. 
Today we will review the 80 non-spatial RMAs. Next month we will review the 2 spatial 
RMAs.  

o Thanks to The Boston Foundation for their generous donation, and for fueling all of our 
refreshments. Also thanks to Jane Fawcett for providing adorable ocean themed snacks 
courtesy of Lisa Miceli, our Beach Clean-up Guru.  



• Heidi S: Good morning everyone. I work for the NOAA Office of Coastal Management and I 
joined this process in the fall. I have been facilitating the South CWG.  

o First I will walk through our agenda and do some housekeeping necessary to merge the 
two groups. Please put phones on silent. Is everyone comfortable approving meeting 
minutes from last meeting in June? All: approve minutes from June 2015.  Today we will 
come back to RMAs and do more cleanup, we will also start prioritizing RMAs and we 
will discuss criteria from a year ago. Then in October we will work on spatial RMAs and 
in November we will talk about finalizing those as a group.  

o Go over agenda and make sure everyone understands. This process will be similar to 
what we have done before. If there are significant changes in wording we will work on 
that too. We will report out at the end of both days. Tomorrow we will begin scoring 
RMAs. We have taken into account your request for less homework, so this time around 
we will have time after this meeting to complete homework. We will also discuss how to 
make sure that important groups that may be currently underrepresented in this 
process are here. Questions about agenda? (Crowd indicates no questions). 

• Ann W: Hello, I work for NOAA Office of Coastal Management and have been involved in OFR 
from the beginning. I was the facilitator last year for the North CWG, and am glad to be here 
again. Before we dive into work we will give you an opportunity to mill about and meet people.  

o Activity: think of a hobby that you have that allows you to interact with ocean. Pair up 
and share hobbies. Then meet other groups of 2 and introduce your partner. This will 
allow you to meet lots of people and learn about each other.  

• Groups pair off and begin talking.  
• Ann W: (brings everyone back). Did we hear anything interesting that you would like to share?  

o Crowd says: Jim Bohnsack’s wood carving and guitar playing. Also, Ken Banks built a 
house in the Bahamas, let’s have our next meeting there (laughs).  

o Ann W: Great, glad everyone heard something about each other. We wanted to make 
everyone feel comfortable with the new groups. Now, let’s go around the room and say 
names and affiliations (see attendance above). 

Current Events 

• Heidi S: Does anyone have current events they would like to share? 
o Ken B: Broward Costal cleanup. 
o Jim B: Coastal waters closed to recreational hogfish fishing, because they are overfished. 

Also, the SEFCRI fish survey report is done, it is intensive and thoroughly done.  
o Mason S: On the topic of hogfish, the Southeastern stock is overfished and the South 

Atlantic Fishing Commission is taking the lead on what to do, we are on the council. 2 
weeks ago we had commission meeting in Ft. Lauderdale. At this meeting the final rule 
for barracudas was presented – recreational bag limit for 2 per person and commercially 
no seining allowed, which was more restriction than proposed. We will be monitoring 
for the next season and doing workshops to get size limitations.  

o Leanne W: There is a photography contest for Palm Beach County for photos taken on, 
in, or around Lake Worth Lagoon on November 14, 2015  

o Dan C: Will show slides on what is going on in the reefs regarding bleaching event. On a 
wreck I recently dived at, there was evidence of thermal stressors- going from too hot to 



too cold. Seeing diseases now as a result. Bleaching has subsided because of the cooler 
water. Algae growing on bleached colonies indicating that it is dead (showing photos of 
diseased corals). There is extra concern because these are brain corals that undergo 
bleaching every summer and can stay bleached for months, however, now they are 
actually dying. This is happening now. Photos of tires offshore, grooves loaded with 
tires, would like to see tires on the reef moved off. Large Montastrea cavernosas struck 
with plague. Rapid change in temperature can stress corals. This is the last of great 
offshore habitats.  

o Jane F: Thanks Dan and Stephanie for keeping us informed on this. I have brought some 
samples of reef safe sunscreen, and would like to push for more people to start using 
this when recreating on the reefs. These have no zinc oxide. Dive shops are now carrying 
these sunscreens. Please spread the word. 

o Kevin M: Question to Dan- Sedimentation has been much more than we expected for 
Miami dredging, what will happen in Ft. Lauderdale with our dredge?  
 Dan: We are asking that army corps looks back at what happened in Miami and 

change protocol for Ft Lauderdale. As of now it is exactly the same. Someone 
will try to sue them if they use the same protocol.  

 Ken B: We used to give the army corps the benefit of the doubt, but they are 
not innocent anymore, proposed a book to read.  

 Jim B: Cites Section 7 on Acropora and looking how this could change the corps’ 
actions.  

Future plans for OFR 

• Meghan B: We will now overview plans thru fall and spring. Today and tomorrow we are 
working with non-spatial RMAs and next month with spatial. We will be going box by box 
through info from SEFCRI Team and TAC and deciding what will be appropriate for RMAs. We 
will hand out ballots today listed by focus area, allow you to start thinking about benefits, cost 
and feasibility. These ballots will help you rank RMAS. Final date to turn them in will be 
Halloween. November we will take individual ballots and start thinking of them as a group. We 
will rank them from high to low priority and rearrange as necessary as a group. Then refine and 
vote for a final list. Then we will start talking about community meetings for January and 
February. December we will not be meeting. We want a three tiered attack for these RMAs- our 
staff, SEFCRI Team and TAC, and CWG members. So that the community understands that this is 
really coming from you all, as creators of these actions. In March and April CWGs will get to see 
what the community had to say about our RMAs and where to refine.  

• Heidi S: Any questions for Meghan about our plans?  
o Jane F: What do you mean by polygon?  
o Meghan B: These are the boxes we put on the map. The priority areas in need of some 

form of management. For the future we will call them “Recommended Areas”. 
• Jim B: One more news item- normally we have about 1-2 stranded bottlenose dolphins, this year 

we are up to 7 right near the dredging area. We are investigating this.  
• Meghan B: Remind everyone that there is an ultimate goal to what we are doing.  
• Jim B: As part of the break ill present my song about OFR. 



Merging Housekeeping  

• Ann W: I apologize for the administrative business that we will have to go through but this is 
important moving forward. We must combine group norms and rules and compromise on what 
we can use. Ann goes over group rules, are there questions, revisions? 

o Be committed to achieving the mission.  – full agreement 
o Critique ideas not people, always seek  common ground –  

 Alex S: good idea as a principal but understand at some places there won’t be 
common ground, so must show majority and minority perspectives  

 Norm edited to include “where possible and show all perspectives” 
o Be respectful of the speaker – Ann W: do we want to combine all the points about 

respect.  
o Rebecca J: do we even need to do this, can we just accept all? Group agrees fully and 

wants to move on.  
o All other Group Norms are accepted as they are. 

• Ann W: Great, but we must work through the differences in voting rules that we have between 
the two groups because we need a new percentage together.  

o Nick M: These numbers are all high, can we lower them? 
o Heidi S: I think it’s important to go over when we will use these… for example: archiving, 

moving around etc. is for the formal recommendation percentage. Procedural is just for 
things like this, changing housekeeping rules.  

o Dana WM: We must be aware that we do want to have consensus if possible because 
we must present these things together. So do we really want something passed if only 
50% voted for it?  

o Irene A: I propose averaging the numbers between the two groups because there was a 
deliberate process for choosing these numbers and scraping them is not a good idea.  

o Alex S: I think that every member needs to be able to speak or vote for final things, so 
quorum is important. Also I think it is important to allow members who can’t attend the 
meeting to be able to cast a ballot anyways.  

o Ann W: Just to clarify, for prioritization of RMAs, everyone will have a ballot and be able 
to vote. However, I’m not sure we should have people voting for things they missed the 
discussion for.  

o Nikole O: Some members may not be able to vote because their agencies don’t want 
them to.  

o Meghan B: In our original charter both North and South say that if an alternate is 
attending in lieu of a member they would have no vote on formal matters. We now have 
the opportunity to change this if we would like because some of these alternates have 
been here as much of their primaries.  

o Mike B: My recommendation is to go back to a 2/3rds vote.  
o Dan C: I recommend staying at 75% so that we can have consensus. Also I would like 

alternates here in lieu of primary to be able to vote because it is frustrating to sit 
through everything and not have a voice. Also, do abstainers/ineligibles (from agency or 
OFR) from the vote count toward the quorum?  

o Jeff T: I have a fundamental question- this is OFR, we are not in SEFCRI, if we are in OFR 
why shouldn’t you want to, or why wouldn’t you be able to vote?  



o Tom W: Job security (crowd laughs). 
o Mason S: It’s not that we are ineligible or cant, but it might not be appropriate for us to 

vote for our agency.  
o Scott S: Maybe we should be counting abstainers because this changes the formula. But 

I would like to echo that if you are here you are representing your stakeholder group.  
o Mitch C: If there is a conflict of interest we should call this “recusing” instead of 

“abstaining”. 
o Leanne W: Are we keeping track of votes? 
o Ann W: Not by name, just numbers.  
o Irene A: Our supervisors should know that we are here to vote, so if your agency 

appointed you for this, they should have known you would be voting, so everyone 
should be voting.  

o Jenny P: Maybe we would not like to vote without consult of our agencies, but for the 
sake of time could we please see who is on board for what we have now?  

o Dana WM: Just to give people an idea of numbers here today, how many people would 
have to vote in agreement to pass anything today.  

o Ann W: For now, please vote for one of these percentages.  
o Jim M: Can we vote first if alternates should be allowed to vote? 
o Ann W: Yes, all in favor of alternates being able to vote? (25 voted yes, unamimous. 

Passes).  
 Decision rule for formal votes? - 66%: 6 votes. 75%: 21 votes. 83%: 1 vote. 

Second round: 66 vs 75: 66%: 5 votes, 75%: 23 votes. (75 % wins).  
 Decision rule for procedural votes: 60%: 16 votes, 65%: 12 votes.  
 Jeff B: need to decide if we are rounding up or down.  
 AW: how many on board with 62%: 27 votes (passed) round up or down? Up: 24 

votes (pass) 
o Ann W: When calculating quorum, should we subtract recuses and abstainers? This 

would lower quorum. 
o Melodee S: Will anyone be recusing at any point during this process?  
o Mason: Clarification, how is recusing different from abstaining?  
o Ann W: Recusing = asked to step back or feel conflict of interest. Abstaining= choose not 

to vote. So we are agreed for recusing we will take out of the quorum number. 
However, if you abstain you will still be counted in quorum, agreement? (almost all raise 
hands)  

o Mike B: Politically, if you abstain you’re part of the quorum.  
o Leanne W: Clarification, if abstaining/recusing from a vote you would have to declare 

this?  
o Ann W: Yes, so we can change the calculation for every vote.  

 ***So there are 4 options, vote yes, vote no, abstain, recuse.  
o Tom W: For recusals, do the people have to abstain from conversation too?  
o Ann W: No 

• Heidi S: Reminder about the SEFCRI region, the western border is mean high tide line.  
• Tom W: There is also a tide line in the aquifer on shore. Jupiter inlet includes Loxahatchee.  



• Dana WM: This doesn’t mean there can’t be RMAs that effect this onshore, just that this is the 
SEFCRI boundary.  

• Lauren W: This is just for clarification for some tier 1 and 2s that discuss the SEFCRI boundary.  
• Jeff B: When we drew polygons I don’t remember seeing this line.  
• Lauren W: If there is an action in federal waters we would have to go to the appropriate 

agencies to deal with them.  

Considerations for Prioritization of RMAs 

• Handouts distributed 
• Karen B: Please think back to a year ago when we first introduced this in August and September. 

At that time we gave you an overview of process and materials that SEFCRI developed to help 
you all achieve the mission to preserve and protect coral reefs. We are almost done, starting in 
this meeting through October we will start prioritizing our RMAs. We will first refresh what we 
have talked about then talk about updates. In order to provide initial prioritization you will be 
scoring RMAs using three criteria: benefits, feasibility, and cost. As a reminder when scoring, 
please refer back to tier 1 and 2 info and your own personal knowledge. You may also want to 
consider each RMA relative to others. We will go through an example how to go about this. 
Once we receive your completed ballots, we will compile scores of RMAs into group averages. 
From here we will focus on the benefits first, placing each RMA into high to low bins based on 
group average score. Next, for each bin we will sub-bin using feasibility and cost to determine 
which RMAs will have the best shot of being implemented successfully. The reason for all this is 
that benefit is the main goal, top priority, for our reefs. Of course however, reality dictates that 
we must also look at feasibility and cost. We will use these to come up with initially prioritized 
lists. Then in November we will look at these again and decide if we want to move anything 
around. 

o Melodee S: Can you explain feasibility and what defines “very good” “good” “fair” and 
“poor”  

o Karen B: I’m hoping to make this clearer in a moment, please hold onto this question 
until the end. 

• Karen B: What to think about when looking at these criteria: we had a worksheet that we had 
you all approve called “Considerations for Prioritizations”. We created this to guide you in what 
to consider within these bins. For example, use best available science to make the most 
educated decisions. I have two things to point out in this sheet which you can find in your 
packets. You’ll find updated from last time in the benefits category, the north group had added 
risk as a consideration.  

• For each big category there will only be one score each, high to low.  
o Benefits: This is the scope and scale of outcome – how much of a positive impact is the 

RMA expected to have on the reef. For example, reef cleanups: maybe think about how 
many per year? Where will we have the cleanup? How much does marine debris really 
impact reefs? So how much can cleanups actually help? 

o Duration of outcome: How long will environmental, social, or economic benefits 
continue into the future? 

o Leverage: This is the degree to which proposed RMS may affect other benefits to coral 
reefs if well implemented.  



o Risk: The level of risk associated with not implementing the RMA. Is there a lot to lose? 
o Feasibility: Lead individual or institution – who is responsible for implementing the 

RMA? The lead agency and maybe other orgs that join to take charge of effort. Are they 
experienced in this, do they have bandwidth, funding etc.? 

o Ability to motivate key stakeholders: This means the level of anticipated support. For 
example, if there is more support than it might make it easier in general. 

o Ease of implementation: Funding available, groups already involved, technical 
challenges, whether or not it has been implemented previously?  

o Cost: This is the direct cost- the cost of one time, annual, staff, salary, expenditure. It 
includes recurring costs. Just looking at monetary cost. Think of equipment, for example, 
does it require a dedicated boat, staff, insurance etc.?  

o Indirect costs: The level of perceived economic and social costs, possibly recurring, that 
could result from RMA. Non-monetary costs, environmental costs like doing some 
habitat damage during removal of debris.  

• Karen B: Once you have finished your ballot turn it into us and we will tally group averages. Then 
we will look at the four different matrices to determine the RMAs overall shot of being 
implemented based on the criteria considered. Reminder: this is the first prioritization, there 
will be more chances to revise and move these RMAs around.  

o Dan C: Clarification, cost is inverse of the other two considerations right?  
o Karen B: Yes low cost is best.  
o Rebecca J: Cost is monetary, it doesn’t include cost of non-action.  
o Melodee S: What is the very good, good fair and poor, will poor ones be discarded?  
o Karen B: This is just a method of considering and putting everything together.  
o Ann W: We will talk about discarding in November.  
o Scott S: If the cost of something might be high but we assume there will be lots of 

contributions or volunteers, do we reduce cost?  
o Heidi S: Yes.  
o Nick M: What defines a high cost? 1 million, thousands?  
o Karen B: On the Tier 2 document there is something to help make the decisions on cost.  
o Alex S: are feasibility, cost, and benefits all being weighted the same here?  
o Karen B: Benefits are weighted more strongly than the rest, however yes, cost and 

feasibility are the same.  
o Alex S: I take issue with the fact that benefits are weighted higher than cost etc.  
o Karen B: These aren’t really up for discussion.  
o Ann W: This is a tool so that we can get the RMAs on a prioritization list to simplify these 

conversations in November.  
o Heidi S: We have the ability to move these around after the fact.  
o Rebecca J: Our mission is the benefit of reefs there are people who can talk cost all day, 

but that’s not our battle.  
o Jeff T and Jeff B: Both worried about high cost precluding things that are much needed.  
o Karen B: We are trying to ensure that very high benefits are held paramount. Reminder 

that it is absolutely necessary to have these ballots in on Halloween. You can take time 
in these meetings to score RMAs and to discuss these consideration with your group if 
you’d like. This is a qualitative consideration. At the end of today all the focus areas will 



be reporting on their RMAs. In October we will have 2 hours at the end of day 2 to 
continue working on that. If you don’t finish during this meeting you can continue to 
work on them as homework. Three options to turn in ballots: 1. At October meeting 
hand in 2. Email or snail mail to Meghan. 3. Locations for hand delivery. 

o Scott S: If we aren’t comfortable voting on a particular line should we vote or pass?  
o Ann W: Read tier 1 and 2 and ask people, we encourage you to vote on all, but if you 

really really don’t feel good. You don’t have to.  
o Meghan B: In addition to talking to people we will also have report outs so that you can 

go back and see RMAs you may be have forgotten the content of  
o Heidi S: We won’t be sharing scores on report outs.  
o Ann W: Remember to do sign in sheet and please don’t put your name on the ballot. 

Lunch Break 

• Heidi S: The remainder of today will be dedicated to reviewing the RMAs we got back from 
SEFCRI Team and TAC review. 

• Lauren W: Report out on SEFCRI Team and TAC this time around. In January we asked for all of 
their thoughts and reviews of our RMAS. This time we asked for better language to help flesh 
everything out and how specifically to accomplish the RMA. There were categories of general 
feedback that we got, some of which were to archive and combine RMAs. Also for some, SEFCRI 
Team and TAC suggested we archive unless a certain criteria was met. Some had a change of 
intent, some just had edits. When we did combinations and picked umbrella RMAs, some SEFCRI 
Team and TAC suggested the other RMA to be the umbrella.  

• Sarah P: If RMAs change will that be reflected on our ballots?  
• Lauren W: If we archive everyone will have to cross out together, when we edit however, RMA 

numbers will remain the same so it won’t matter.  
• Heidi S: Now each group (with the help of a facilitator) will go through and adopt or reject edits, 

suggest archiving, combos etc. We will have public comment on both days of this meeting, after 
our afternoon break we will have our public comment. Today you can start to score the RMAs. 
And during report outs feel free to start scoring as well.  

CWG groups start working… 

Public Comment  

• Drew Martin: I would like to suggest that everyone begin bringing our own cups, spoons, plates, 
to reduce plastic waste. Trying to get the state to ban plastic bags, something like 6:1 plastic to 
plankton in certain places in the ocean. Would like to clarify, I think we need areas that are no 
take reserves, I know this is not popular, but common sense will tell us that we need places 
where fishes aren’t being hammered. A problem is that some people take more than they need. 
Catch and release and dive and snorkel allow us to preserve and share the resource. One of the 
biggest problems is fishing gear that gets lost and keeps ghost fishing. Huge issue is overfishing, 
bycatch is important to consider. There is a lack of beach monitoring, so we need to put money 
in the RMAs for monitoring. The environmental groups are having to sue the army corps. 
Dredging is ruining our ecosystem and may not even be used. Our gutters need grates to reduce 
trash output to the oceans.  



• Dan Clark: (repeats slides from the morning on coral disease) We are seeing corals that have 
disease and are dying completely and the algae is growing on them. There is lots of white 
plagues, black band disease. Question: is SECREMP capturing these things and also do we have a 
rapid response, and are we taking samples. The problem with this is, if someone doesn’t write it 
down, they will say it didn’t happen, the algae grows so fast.  

o Karen B: I can’t speak to SECREMP sites but I will speak to the overall response. We are 
working with 80+ partners on a couple things. The first is taking tissue samples to 
document the extent of the disease, documenting the fact that it’s effecting multiple 
species and multiple coral diseases. A number of offices have sampling kits, including 
Miami-Dade and BBEC. The second prong of response plan: we have modified our 
normal response program to begin documenting any type of disturbance. We are asking 
divers to document disease in their transects, taking pictures etc. working to contract 
Bryan Walker to target sites especially where the largest corals in this condition are 
now. We are also setting up contracts with some universities to try to document the 
spread of the disease.  

Report Outs 

• Heidi S: Please note that by the end of tomorrow these RMAs will be as complete as they will be. 
This is because we cannot have people doing edits without the consult of other members. 

• Ann W: We will now do a report out because we will all be voting on all RMAs, not just those on 
our table. Groups please put your information up on the screen. If the RMA has been combined, 
archived etc., make sure you report that out.  

Ana Z: Education and Outreach Group  

• N-5 underwent minor modification to title and intent, will be different from your ballot. This was 
the result of lots of discussion and debate. Wanted to create more focus because currently the 
materials for reef education are not mandatory. We chose not to mandate reef education in 
every grade level because this may not be feasible.  

o Dana WM: Does this minimize impact from being statewide to just being for children in 
SEFCRI region?  

o Ana Z: The group thought it would be more feasible so that we could contact the county 
government instead of trying to get something passed thru the state. 

o Dana WM: Would we have to go to each schoolboard to make it mandatory? 
o Ana Z: Yes. 
o Ann W: how many agree with changes made here? 25 votes - PASS 

• N-6 Group decided to archive because many programs are already underway to tackle this.  
o Ann W: Does anyone have issue with this? NO – ARCHIVE 

• N-14 title changed minimally. Added a stipulation to update socio-economic studies every 5 
years, if funding is available. 

o Ann W: How many agree with this change? 24 votes - PASS  
• N-15 changed to specify support for FOFR which exists as it is.  

o Dan C: Please define support, does this mean financial support? 
o Rebecca J: People often want to know what can they do to help the reefs, the answer 

could be to join FOFR.  



o Ann W: So we know we don’t want to mandate SEFCRI support financially. How many 
people agree with wording changes? Consensus (with possible need for wording 
change)  - PASS 

Karen B: Enforcement Group  

• N-25 SEFCRI increased the suite of enforcement actions, to add language for civil penalties and 
‘enhanced voluntary stewardship’ 

o Ann W: Any issues with this? (none) - PASS 
• N-32 agreed we would like to combine with S-95 because language is sufficiently similar.  

o Ann W: Any issue with combination or language? 
o Dana WM: I don’t like this changing to focus on a study, it doesn’t seem to be enough.  
o Ann W: What if we said “improve law enforcement efficiency and perform study to 

figure out how” to focus on law enforcement improvement? 
o Dana WM: I don’t think the study needs to be in the title, it can just be in the content. 
o Ann W: Is everyone okay with this? (YES) any other issues with this RMA? (NO) - PASS. 

Now that N-32 is in the language for S-95, does anyone have an issue with archiving it? 
(NO) – COMBINE THEN ARCHIVE  

• N-33 recommended archive because this is already implemented and this RMA doesn’t really 
deal with intent.  

o Ann W: Everyone okay with archive? (YES) - ARCHIVE 
• N-36 changed the title to include only recreational lobster stamps. 

o Irene A: Would the change in price of lobster stamp be only in SEFCRI region?  
o Jeff T: Part of the thing is lobsters are only in Monroe County and SEFCRI region, so 

other parts of Florida won’t care about this. 
o Dana WM: What would the stakeholder initiative look like?  
o Ann W: how many don’t like it saying “stakeholder initiative”. 7 votes -FAIL so we need 

to revisit tomorrow.  
• S-89 FWC and PEW are doing stock assessment reports for big fish  

o Leanne W: Is this just a study, not an action? 
o Karen B: The studies are already happening and based on those future stock 

assessments we might have different regulations needed. Currently we don’t have 
enough information right now to say what we want changed in the regulations. 

o Nick M: This RMA was likely written thinking that these weren’t being enforced.  
o Jeff T: One of the recommendations from PEW is to limit the bag limit. We didn’t want 

to archive it because we wanted more information.  
o Will come back to this one - PENDING   

• S-93 can archive because this is already being addressed. 
o Ann W: okay with this being archived? YES – ARCHIVE 

Meghan: Fishing Diving and Other Uses Group 

• S-54 changed the extent of the area involved to include world heritage site. Pushed western 
boundary out from 120 feet to 90 meters. 

o Ann W: Anyone have issue? NO - PASS 
• S-65 changed the extent to north of St. Lucie Inlet to include the corals found there.  



o Ann W: Anyone have issue? NO - PASS 
• N-137 edits only, moving language from title to body  

o Ann W: Any issues? NO - PASS 
• N-59 move forward with no edits 

o Ann W: Any issues? NO - PASS 
• S-87 proposed by half of group to archive and other half to keep it because it covers species 

otherwise uncovered 
o Ana: E&O wanted to discuss N18 being combined with N45 and N7 
o This will be put off until first thing tomorrow - PENDING 

• Ann W: We will have to do the rest tomorrow because we have to leave now. We must get 
through all of these tomorrow. So maybe hit the highlights and make sure the important RMAs 
get discussed.  


